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RMS ADVENTURE TOUR
Riders trek more than 240 miles 
through northwest, 
central Iowa

IMPROVED EXCAVATION
New PC210LC-11 features 
better lift capacity and 
increased fuel efficiency



 

Mike Sill II

A MESSAGE FROM
THE PRESIDENT

A broad new 
range of 

equipment

Dear Valued Customer:

 This issue of your RMS Road Signs magazine showcases the broad range of 
equipment that Komatsu carries. It features everything from a new tight-tail-swing 
PC78US-10 excavator to larger equipment, such as the HM400-5 articulated haul 
truck and the D155AXi-8 intelligent Machine Control (iMC) dozer.

 Yes, you read that correctly – Komatsu introduced an iMC D155 dozer. The 
90,610-pound, 354-horsepower construction/quarry machine is now the largest 
in the Komatsu iMC-dozer lineup. Like its predecessor, it features the patented 
SIGMADOZER blade, and like its iMC brethren, it works without the mast and 
cables associated with traditional aftermarket GPS systems. Read the article to see if 
the D155AXi-8 is a good fit for your company. 

 You will also want to read the article on Komatsu’s new PC210LC-11 excavator. 
With this latest model, Komatsu has once again raised the bar for excellence in 
excavators. The PC210LC-11 offers more horsepower and operating weight, while 
using less fuel and making less noise. 

 Finding ways to be more productive and efficient is a big part of doing business 
for excavation, mining, forestry and other types of companies that use equipment. 
If you are looking to get the most out of your Komatsu machinery, check out 
the article about Komatsu’s “Kwick Tips” videos, produced to help you better 
understand the functions and features of your equipment.

 This time of year tends to be very busy with multiple projects and deadlines. 
It can be easy to forget about scheduled maintenance. If you have a Komatsu 
Tier 4 machine, such as those featured here, rest assured that we’re on top of them 
and will take care of your scheduled maintenance through the Komatsu CARE 
program. We can help with your older machines too. 

 Please call or stop by one of our branch locations and let us show you how we 
can be of service.

    Sincerely,

    ROAD MACHINERY & SUPPLIES CO.

 

 

    Mike Sill II

    President and CEO    
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RMS ADVENTURE TOUR
 Read about RMS’ annual customer appreciation bike ride that covered  
 more than 240 miles of northwest and central Iowa.

GUEST OPINION
 Learn how the Associated General Contractors of America wants to  
 improve safety in highway construction zones, for workers and drivers.

TECHNOLOGY TALK
 Check out why drone and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) use is expected 
 to gain prominence as construction moves into the future.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
 Explore Komatsu’s new PC78US-10 and learn how it increases productivity 
 in limited-space applications thanks to unique design features.

PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT
 Discover how Komatsu’s versatile new PC210LC-11 excavator is doing 
 more with less. 

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
 Komatsu introduced the D155AXi-8, its first intelligent Machine Control 
 construction/quarry dozer. Read about it inside.

NEW PRODUCT 
 Take a look at Komatsu’s HM400-5 articulated dump truck and see how its 
 Tier 4 Final engine optimizes performance.

WEB SUPPORT
    Do you have a question about your Komatsu equipment? Komatsu’s 
 Kwick Tips videos likely have the answer just one click away.
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ROAD TRIP        

RMS ADVENTURE TOUR
 Riders trek more than 240 miles 
 through northwest, central Iowa

Continued . . .

Early morning rain 
didn’t stop the ride from 
getting started on time. 
Riders left from Spirit 
Lake, Iowa, at 8 a.m.

 Road Machinery & Supplies’ annual RMS 
Adventure Tour returned to northwest and 
central Iowa, winding through backroads and 
highways as riders made their way from Spirit 
Lake to Altoona. Along the way, they traversed 
rolling hills, curves and lots of straightaways 
while passing through towns such as Knoke, 
Manson and Varina. 

 The “Fire Up” event at Okoboji Classic Cars 
kicked off festivities the evening before the 
ride. Participants checked out dozens of classic 
cars, motorcycles and memorabilia housed in 

Discover more at
RMSRoadSigns.com

(L-R) Joe Hewitt, 
Becky Michaelson, 

Scott Michaelson, 
Wade Lippert and 
Ryan Michaelson 
gather before the 
“Fire Up” event.

Aaron Slota, 
RMS Regional 

Rental Manager, 
Southern 

Operations

Larry Zweigbaum (right) of Alliance Steel and guest Mark 
Confeld talk before the “Fire Up” event. 

RMS COO David Johnson addresses the crowd during the 
“Fire Up” event, a pre-ride party at Okoboji Classic Cars. 

Participants gather together for a post-ride celebration at 
Prairie Meadows in Altoona, Iowa.



Riders navigate a sharp turn along a corn-lined Iowa highway on the Adventure Tour.

VIDEO

Scott Lewis of Elder Corporation and guest Angela 
Mahoney prepare for the ride. 

Melissa Nix with her bike.

Kevin Welch of Welch Excavating and Lori Trappe get 
ready to ride.

Toby Shine of Shine Brothers (left) talks with RMS COO 
David Johnson at the “Fire Up” event. 

Toby Shine of Shine 
Brothers hosts the “Fire Up” 
event at his Okoboji Classic 
Cars museum.

(L-R) Harold and Lisa Busta and Missy and Aaron Lukes 
enjoy the autos at Okoboji Classic Cars.

Todd Wynkoop (left) and Steve 
Bahnsen of Wynkoop Equipment 
check out a classic car.

Kevin Farley of Godberson Smith and his wife, 
Beth, arrive in Spirit Lake, Iowa. 

Riders fill their tanks at one of the two sponsored gas stops along the route.



the 70,000-square-foot museum operated by 
Toby Shine of Shine Brothers and his wife, 
Sylvia. 

 Despite overnight rain, the ride left Spirit 
Lake on time at 8 a.m. with about 40 bikes 
making the 242-mile trip. Stops along the 
way included a rest in Laurens, gas fill-ups in 
Rockwell City and Woodward, and a catered 
lunch at Graham Park in Carroll. Midway 
through the ride the skies cleared, and riders 
rolled into Prairie Meadows/Adventureland 
to sun, heat and high humidity. 

 Aaron Slota, RMS Regional Rental Manager, 
Southern Operations, organized the ride and 
made several trips over the route during the 
months leading up to the July event. “I rode it 
probably four times beforehand to map it out, 
and I think it turned out to be a fun ride,” said 
Slota. “We appreciate that customers took time 
out to join us. There were several who couldn’t 
make it this time, and we hope they are able to 
next year for the 15th annual Adventure Tour. 
That’s a real milestone, and we’re planning to 
have a big event. 

 “I also want to thank our sponsors and 
people at RMS, such as Dawn Conlan and 
Chuck Gallagher, who were instrumental in 
making this happen,” he added. “It was also 
great of the Shines to open up Okoboji Classic 
Cars. They deserve a big thanks as well.”

 In addition to RMS, sponsors included 
Komatsu, Genesis, Atlas Copco, 
SENNEBOGEN, KPI-JCI, Gomaco, NPK, 
Broce Broom, Gorman-Rupp and Felling 
Trailers.  

Adventure Tour winds through Iowa scenery 
. . . continued

The Adventure Tour rolls down one of several straightaways in northwest Iowa.

Bikers park their motorcycles after arriving in Altoona, Iowa.

Adventure Tour riders cruise along a tree-lined road on their way to Altoona, Iowa.

 (L-R) Randy Johnson 
and Keven Shine 
of Shine Brothers 

and Jairo Garza 
of Grab & Go Auto 

Salvage enjoy the 
post-ride celebration 

at Prairie Meadows 
in Altoona, Iowa.

Riders take one of the many curves on the route.
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F Forty-six percent of highway contractors 
reported that motor vehicles had crashed into 
their construction work zones during the past 
year, according to the results of a new highway 
work-zone study conducted by the Associated 
General Contractors of America (AGC). 
Association officials urged summer-travel 
motorists to stay alert while driving through 
work zones, noting that drivers and passengers 
are more likely than highway workers to be hurt 
or killed in work-zone accidents. 

 “If the thought of saving someone else’s 
life isn’t enough to get you to slow down, just 
remember that you and your passengers are 
more likely to suffer in a highway work-zone 
crash than anyone else,” said Tom Foss, 
President of Brea, California,-based Griffith 
Company and the Chairman of AGC’s Highway 
and Transportation Division. “In most work 
zones, there just isn’t enough margin for error for 
anyone to speed through or lose focus.”

STAY ALERT
 AGC urges motorists to proceed with caution 
 in highway work zones

 Foss said that 41 percent of contractors 
reported that motor vehicle operators or 
passengers were injured during work-zone 
crashes this past year, and 16 percent of those 
crashes involved a driver or passenger fatality. 
Highway work-zone crashes also pose a 
significant risk for construction workers, Foss 
noted. He said 16 percent of work-zone crashes 
injure construction workers, and 9 percent of 
those crashes kill them.

 Work-zone crashes also have a pronounced 
impact on construction schedules and costs, Foss 
said. He noted that 26 percent of contractors 
reported that work-zone crashes during the past 
year have forced them to temporarily shut down 
construction activity. Those delays were often 
lengthy, as 48 percent of those project shutdowns 
lasted two or more days. 

Tougher penalties would help
 Association officials said that 69 percent of 
contractors nationwide feel that tougher laws, 
fines and legal penalties for moving violations in 
work zones would reduce injuries and fatalities. 
In addition, 80 percent of contractors said that 
an increased use of concrete barriers will help 
reduce injuries and fatalities. Additionally, 
70 percent of contractors nationwide agree 
that more frequent safety training for workers 
could help. They added that many firms and 
associations have crafted these types of highway 
safety programs.

 Foss suggested that the best way to improve 
safety is for motorists to be more careful while 
driving through highway work zones. “Our 
message to every motorist is this: When you see 
construction signs and orange barrels, take your 
foot off the gas, put the phone down and keep 
your eyes on the road.”  

GUEST OPINION

Forty-six percent of contractors reported that motor vehicles crashed into their construction 
work zones during the past year. AGC is urging motorists to stay alert and obey posted signs. 

This article is based 
on a press release 
from Associated 
General Contractors 
of America (AGC).
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TECHNOLOGY TALK

C Construction technology during the 

past few years has largely been focused on 

two places. One is on the ground, where 

increasingly sophisticated equipment is used 

to dig, grade and haul materials. The other is 

in space, where global positioning satellites 

pass over Earth and relay information to man 

and machinery for automatic grading and 

tracking equipment location, hours and other 

important information. 

 It seems that the next wave of technology 

is somewhere between the two as the use of 

drones/unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) 

in construction gains momentum. (Though 

technically drones and UAVs are not the same 

thing, the terms are used interchangeably 

in this article.) Companies are looking at 

employing “quadcopters” and other devices 

equipped with cameras to document projects. 

The UAVs can be controlled by computer, 

or in many cases, by smart devices, such as 

BIRDS-EYE VIEW
 Expect drone, UAV use to gain prominence 
 as construction moves into the future

phones and tablets, and allow the drones’ 
birds-eye view to be seen on the screen in real 
time.

 The technology has been around for a while, 
but it’s still in its infancy and the debate is 
ongoing as to its effectiveness at this point. 

 The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
continues to develop guidelines for its use, 
such as the current 400-foot flight ceiling for 
hobbyists. As long as the drone/UAV remains 
at that elevation or below, no special permit 
from the FAA is required, so construction 
companies use that as a measuring stick, along 
with keeping the device in “line of sight.”

Groups speak with FAA
 Under a 2012 law, the FAA is required to 
have UAVs integrated into U.S. airspace 
by the end of September 2015. It continues 
to develop regulations with input from 
various interested parties. Among them is the 
Association of Equipment Distributors (AED) 
which recently submitted comments to 
the federal agency’s “proposal that would 
update the regulations that govern general 
aircraft operations to incorporate the use of 
the vehicles commonly referred to as ‘drones’ 
under certain circumstances.”

 The organization pointed out that many 
of the most common uses of UAVs are in 
sectors served by its members, and FAA 
regulations will have a significant impact on 
the market and dictate how businesses can 
take advantage of their use. AED suggested 
the FAA “provide a clear definition of 
‘direct participation’ that includes a range 
of employees who might be operating at a 
construction site, and provide more flexibility 
to the rule’s restriction to visual line-of-sight 

Many companies have begun to employ drones/unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in an 
effort to map and document jobsites. Numerous models are available that range greatly 
in price and quality.

Here is a look at new 
technology that’s being 
used by some in the 
construction industry. 
Information was 
gathered from a variety 
of resources. The article 
is not intended to be 
all-encompassing, but 
rather a general look at 
what the future may hold.



certain construction projects need constant 

documentation, including bridge projects 

or larger commercial buildings. We believe 

these UAVs can greatly help the energy, 

transportation and construction markets.”

 Keeping an eye on transportation 

infrastructure and the workers who build 

it is behind the Michigan Department of 

Transportation’s consideration to use drones. 

Engineer of Operations and Maintenance 

Steve Cook told TheTrucker.com, a website 

that covers the transportation industry, that 

safety is one good reason to use the devices.

 “It takes workers out of the path of vehicles 
so they can operate these drones from the 
shoulder of the road or somewhere else,” he 
told TheTrucker, noting that drones could 
collect data much more quickly than people 
and to the benefit of drivers. “This way, all 
lanes of traffic can stay open, which will 
alleviate congestion,” he continued. 

 Drones or UAVs can also get close to 

objects, such as the underside of bridge decks. 

Workers can be on the ground controlling 

operations to allow for drones to operate 
beyond the line of sight.”

 AED said the federal government 
“will have to learn to keep pace with the 
constantly evolving industry as all manner 
of unmanned systems take to the skies…
allowing more flexibility in the rules now for 
future technological development will save 
both industry and the agency considerable 
resources, given the complex and lengthy 
rulemaking process.”

Getting permission 

 The FAA seems to be giving due 
consideration. It recently granted a Vermont 
company an exemption from the prohibition 
of unmanned aerial vehicles for commercial 
use. 

 “Our main focus area is commercial and 
industrial,” said AirShark’s Jon Burdreski in 
a post on Vermont Public Radio’s website. 
“Energy plants, such as solar and wind 
systems that are difficult to access or consume 
large areas and need to be checked, can 

really benefit from these UAVs. Additionally, Continued . . .

Drones/UAVs can be controlled from the 
ground with computers, smart phones 
and tablets and provide a birds-eye view 
of a site on the device. Users control 
the flight path, and cameras can take 
pictures for documentation and other 
purposes. Aerial photo courtesy of Cadre 
Solutions Group. 



a device’s flight path, and high-resolution 

cameras can take pictures of cracks or other 

potential hazards for documentation and 

maintenance/repair planning. 

Mapping jobsites
 As the technology improves, drones 

may someday play a prominent role in 

surveying and mapping jobsites. Earlier this 

year, Komatsu launched a service in Japan 
called Smart Construction in an effort to 
further study and advance those potential 
capabilities. It includes a platform called 
KomConnect that will connect machinery and 
workers to a cloud platform in an effort to 
improve overall efficiency. 

 Komatsu teamed with Skycatch, a U.S. 
company, for its Smart Construction service, 
which uses Skycatch devices to conduct 
surveys and produce 3-D models that are 
turned into interactive jobsite maps. Drones 
are programmed to automatically fly over 
a set area and use sensors to collect data on 

the terrain below. One day, Komatsu expects 
to overlay civil-engineering plans onto the 
drones’ 3-D models, which can then be 
loaded as data into machinery.

 “Measuring a large construction site from 
the air is much easier than measuring it from 
the ground,” said Akinori Onodera, President 
of the Komatsu unit overseeing Smart 
Construction, in a January Wall Street Journal 
article titled “Drones’ Next Job: Construction 
Work.” “The old way of measuring needed 
two people for one week. The drones can do it 
in one or two hours.”

 “Right now, drone technology is providing 
a competitive edge to the companies who’ve 
successfully adopted it,” Skycatch CEO 
Christian Sanz told Gizmag Emerging 
Technology Magazine. “They use their 
equipment and resources more efficiently; 
communicate better through accurate maps 
and data; and now have a highly quantitative 
means of measuring their progress against 
their schedule. In the future, the construction 
industry will realize aggregate benefits, such 
as a much better safety record and fewer 
projects that are late and over budget.” 

 He told the Wall Street Journal that he 
hopes Skycatch will provide drones to 
“thousands of Komatsu’s sites all over the 
world, shaving costs and time,” adding that 
Komatsu plans to lease at least 200 drones 
from Skycatch during the next several years.

Considerations before buying
 Buying a drone or UAV is largely a 
personal decision. This is obviously a “you 
get what you pay for” proposition. Prices 
vary widely from a few hundred dollars 
to several thousand dollars, depending 
on exactly what it will be used for. If you 
want one that will simply record a jobsite, a 
smaller, less-expensive version with a camera 
mounted on it is probably fine. 

 Considerations include how much you’re 
willing to spend; return on investment; what 
you will use it for; and the amount of time 
you are willing to devote to learn how to use 
it, as there is more to it than just sending it up 
to take pictures and video.  

Drone technology provides a competitive edge
. . continued

Komatsu teamed with Skycatch, a U.S. company, for its Smart Construction service, 
which uses Skycatch devices to conduct surveys and produce 3-D models that are turned 
into interactive jobsite maps. Drones are programmed to automatically fly over a set area 
and use sensors to collect data on the terrain below. One day, Komatsu expects to overlay 
civil-engineering plans onto the drones’ 3-D models, which can then be loaded as data 
into machinery, such as intelligent Machine Control dozers. 
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E Even on congested jobsites, you expect 
outstanding productivity. Komatsu’s new 
PC78US-10 hydraulic excavator delivers with 
a tight-tail-swing radius, offset boom and 
contoured cab design that allows operators to 
work with ease in confined spaces.

 The PC78US-10 increases productivity up 
to 3 percent compared to the Dash-8 model it 
replaced. At the same time, it lowers fuel usage 
up to 5 percent with no loss of performance, 
thanks to a Tier 4 Final engine that provides 
an additional 10 horsepower more than 
its predecessor. The result is time and cost 
savings, which are further reduced because 
the PC78US-10’s engine requires no diesel 
particulate filter or diesel exhaust fluid (DEF).

 “The PC78US-10 uses a Komatsu Diesel 
Oxidation Catalyst after-treatment system 
that is designed specifically to provide 
100 percent passive regeneration,” said 
Kurt Moncini, Komatsu Product Manager, 
Excavators. “The fact that the PC78US-10 has 
no diesel particulate filter and uses no DEF 
really sets it apart. It helps reduce owning 
and operating costs, and puts more profit 
back in our customers’ pockets.” 

New cab design
 A new cab design comes with several 
standard features, including ROPS and 
OPG Level 1 certification with a reinforced 
framework; high-resolution LCD screen with 
ecology-guidance data; rearview monitoring 
system with camera; a secondary shutdown 
switch; and in-cab-monitor control of up 
to 10 attachments. Other operator-friendly 
enhancements include a new side-by-side 
radiator and oil cooler to simplify cleaning, 
and placing all major maintenance items in 

areas that are accessible from the ground 
level. These include the engine hood, 
right-side hood and side-service doors.

 “This is the ideal machine for anyone 
working on urban, utility contracting or 
homebuilding worksites,” said Moncini. 
“Between the extra horsepower and generous 
use of boom-area castings, operators should 
feel confident when trenching, clearing and 
working on site development projects.”  

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Komatsu’s new tight-tail-swing PC78US-10 increases productivity up to 3 percent 
compared to the Dash-8 model it replaces. It also lowers fuel usage up to 5 percent with 
no loss of performance, resulting in time and cost savings.

NEW TIGHT-TAIL-SWING MODEL
 Komatsu’s PC78US-10 increases productivity 
 in limited-space applications

Kurt Moncini, 
Komatsu Product 

Manager, Excavators

 Model Net Horsepower Operating Weight Bucket Capacity

 PC78US-10 65 hp 17,747 lbs 0.37 cu yds

Quick Specs on Komatsu’s PC78US-10 Excavator

Discover more



“I’ve worked for Komatsu for over two decades. My team loves to get feedback from Komatsu 

owners and operators and hear how satisfied they are. That motivates us every day to take extra 

pride in the meticulous detailing we put into every product that comes out of Chattanooga. 

The PC210LC-11 is one of my favorite works of art. And that’s why I AM KOMATSU.”

MORE POWER WITH BETTER FUEL ECONOMY
• 165 hp with up to 6% better fuel consumption*

• KOMTRAX® equipped for system monitoring

• Komatsu Auto Idle Shutdown feature

• Enhanced working modes

JEFF MARTIN / PAINTER / CHATTANOOGA, TN

MADE WITH PASSION AND PRIDE
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M More and less. Both words fit when 
describing Komatsu’s new Tier 4 Final 
PC210LC-11 excavator. More describes 
horsepower and operating weight. The 
PC210LC-11 provides up to an additional seven 
horsepower compared to its predecessor. It 
also has an increased operating weight thanks 
in part to a standard heavy counterweight 
that provides improved lift capacity. Those 
features contribute to the PC210LC-11’s ability 
to maintain or improve performance and 
productivity, depending on application. 

 Less comes in the form of fuel, noise and time. 
The PC210LC-11 uses up to 6-percent-less fuel 
than the previous model. Noise levels are lower 
thanks to a new viscous fan clutch that also 
improves cooling system efficiency. The wide, 
spacious ROPS and OPG Level 1-certified cab 
has design upgrades that reduce noise by two 
decibels, making the cab one of the quietest in 
its class. Three travel speeds also help eliminate 
time lost moving around the jobsite.

 “If you need a machine capable of doing many 
things well – for example, going from loading 
trucks, to excavating trenches, to placing pipe 
and back again – this is the excavator for you,” 
said Kurt Moncini, Komatsu Product Manager, 
Excavators. “For versatility and long-term value, 
the PC210LC-11 is tough to beat.”

Added features, improvements
 The PC210LC-11 features six work modes 
to match engine speed and pump flow to 
various attachments, as well as Komatsu’s 
Closed-Center Load Sensing System that 
provides quick response and smooth 
operation to maximize productivity. Also 
standard is KOMTRAX Level 5 technology. 
This feature gives the operator machine data 
such as fuel and diesel exhaust fluid (DEF) 

levels, Komatsu Diesel Particulate Filter (KDPF) 
regeneration status, location, cautions and 
maintenance information, all on an updated 7-inch 
LCD monitor. A split-display mode provides 
information as well as a rear-camera view. Other 
upgrades include a standard pattern-change 
valve, to easily switch joystick patterns to 
accommodate specific operator preferences, and 
centralized engine checkpoints that provide easy 
access to engine oil, filters and drain valves.

 “As with other Tier 4 Final construction-size 
machines that are purchased, leased or rented, it’s 
covered by Komatsu CARE for the first three years 
or 2,000 hours. It also covers two KDPF exchanges 
and DEF tank flushes in the first five years,” said 
Moncini. “We encourage individuals looking for 
a new 50,000-pound-category machine to contact 
their distributor to find out more about how the 
PC210LC-11 can be a great addition to their fleet.”  

PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT

Komatsu’s new 
PC210LC-11 features 
up to an additional 
seven horsepower and 
increased operating 
weight compared 
to its predecessor. It 
also has increased 
fuel efficiency and 
additional features that 
reduce noise and help 
increase productivity.

IMPROVED EXCAVATION
 New PC210LC-11 features better lift capacity, 
 increased fuel efficiency

  Model Net Horsepower Operating Weight Bucket Capacity

 PC210LC-11 165 hp 51,397-53,882 lbs 0.66-1.57 cu yds

Quick Specs on Komatsu’s PC210LC-11 Excavator

Discover more



“I’m proud that our Komatsu dozer designs are always breaking new ground, like our 

forward cab small dozers and now our intelligent Machine Control equipment with integrated 

technology. But it’s a team effort and it takes dedicated team members to build in the 

quality it takes to meet our customers’ demands. And that’s why I AM KOMATSU.”

PUSHING AHEAD WITH iNTELLIGENT MACHINE CONTROL
• Automated operation from rough dozing to finish grade

• intelligent Machine Control dozing mode and load control features

• No cables between machine and blade

• A factory-installed integrated system

CODY GASTON / KOMATSU DOZER DESIGN ENGINEER / CHATTANOOGA, TN 

MADE WITH PASSION AND PRIDE
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K Komatsu’s intelligent Machine Control (iMC) 
jumped into a new class when it introduced 
the D155AXi-8, the first construction/quarry 
dozer that features automated operation 
from heavy dozing to fine grading. Similar to 
other iMC dozers, the D155AXi-8 senses and 
controls blade load to optimize the start of a 
cut and minimize track slip, resulting in up 
to 8-percent-greater efficiency compared to 
typical aftermarket systems.

 “When Komatsu introduced iMC dozers, 
the focus was on mid-size and smaller models 
often used on residential and commercial 
projects,” said Jason Anetsberger, Komatsu 
Product Manager, Intelligent Machine 
Control. “The automated and integrated 
system has proven to make operators of all 
skill levels more productive and efficient, 
leading to a better bottom line. Contributing 
to the cost savings is eliminating the process 
of installing and removing masts and cables, 
so that time can be better spent in moving 
more material.”

 The lack of blade-mounted sensors also 
means there’s no need for an operator to 
climb on the blade to install or remove 
antennas, no coiled cables to snag and no 
electrical connections to worry about at the 
start and end of every shift. 

Reduced fuel consumption
 The D155AXi-8 has an automatic gearshift 
transmission and lock-up torque converter 
that work together to select the optimal 
gear range, depending on jobsite conditions 
and load, and are designed to maximize 
operational efficiency. The electronically 
controlled transmission locks up the torque 
converter to transfer engine power directly 
to the transmission, eliminating horsepower 

loss and cutting fuel consumption by up to 
10 percent. 

 It features Komatsu’s patented 
SIGMADOZER blade, which is designed to 
dig and roll more soil at the blade’s center, 
hold more material, reduce digging resistance 
and doze up to 15-percent-more material 
while using less power compared to a typical 
Semi-U blade. 

 “The D155AXi-8 is ideal for highway 
construction and large residential or 
commercial site-prep projects,” said 
Anetsberger. “It shares many of the same 
great features of our standard and popular 
D155, with the added iMC technology. If 
you’re looking for something that accurately 
and efficiently moves massive amounts of 
material, look no further.”  

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

Jason Anetsberger, 
Komatsu Product 

Manager, 
Intelligent 

Machine Control

Komatsu’s D155AXi-8 dozer 
brings intelligent Machine 
Control to its construction/

quarry size machines. 
It is ideal for highway 
construction and large 

residential or commercial 
site-prep projects.

GREATER iNTELLIGENCE
 Komatsu introduces its first intelligent Machine Control 
 construction/quarry dozer

  Model Net Horsepower Operating Weight Bucket Capacity

 D155AXi-8 354 hp 90,610 lbs 12.3 cu yds

Quick Specs on Komatsu’s D155AXi-8 Construction/Quarry Dozer



“Komatsu loaders are tough. The loaders I assemble here in South Carolina are built 

to high standards. I know because my team and I meet and exceed those standards 

every day. Our goal is to build you a product that will handle the jobs you throw 

at it and keep coming back for more. And that’s why I AM KOMATSU.”

INCREASE PRODUCTION WHILE LOWERING FUEL COSTS 
• Komatsu SmartLoader Logic for optimal energy savings

• Large capacity torque converter with lock-up

• All-new cab for comfort and visibility

• Powerful 272 HP engine

OLANJUWON LUKIE / ASSEMBLER / NEWBERRY, SC

MADE WITH PASSION AND PRIDE
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T The goal of moving materials is to do it 
as productively and efficiently as possible. 
Komatsu’s new HM400-5 articulated dump 
truck provides what you need with high 
levels of performance and minimal operating 
costs. It includes a low 10-foot, 5-inch loading 
height, 70-degree dump angle and selectable 
working modes that allow operators to 
match its performance to the application or 
conditions.

 The HM400-5 maintains the productivity 
and performance of the previous Dash-3 
model, with a new Tier 4 Final engine 
to deliver its 44.1-ton payload. The 
Komatsu-designed engine uses an advanced 
electronic-control system to manage airflow 
rate, fuel injection, combustion parameters 
and aftertreatment functions to optimize 
performance. 

 “With its low loading height, the HM400-5 
matches well with 40- to 60-ton hydraulic 
excavators and 5.5- to 7.5-cubic-yard wheel 
loaders,” said Joe Sollitt, Komatsu Product 
Marketing Manager. “It’s ideal for a variety 
of applications, including site prep and 
large-scale material processing operations 
with challenging haul profiles. Even in 
less-than-ideal conditions, it delivers great 
fuel economy and outstanding production.”

Standard Payload Meter
 Komatsu’s Traction Control System 
automatically provides optimum traction 
when operating in soft ground conditions. If 
conditions worsen and the HM400-5 detects 
tire slippage, the inter-axle-lock kicks in. If tire 
slippage continues, four independent brakes are 
automatically applied to the slipping wheels to 
regain traction.

 Owners and operators can keep track of 
production with a standard, integrated Payload 
Meter that displays loaded-material weight on 
an LCD monitor inside the cab. A pair of external 
lamps illuminate green, yellow or red as the 
payload increases through three different ranges 
to help prevent under- and over-loaded haul 
cycles. Data is stored on board and is accessible 
by plugging a laptop into a port in the truck or 
remotely via KOMTRAX. 

 “Users can monitor daily, weekly or monthly 
production with very detailed data to allow for 
full production studies,” said Sollitt. “We made 
service more convenient with a lightweight, 
fiberglass engine hood and a cab that tilts 
rearward for easy access to the transmission and 
hydraulics. The HM400-5 is a great fit for anyone 
looking to move mass amounts of material with 
lower costs in mind.”   

NEW PRODUCT

 Joe Sollitt, 
Komatsu Product 

Marketing 
Manager

Komatsu’s new Tier 4 Final HM400-5 articulated dump truck has a 44.1-ton-payload 
capacity and matches well with 40- to 60-ton excavators and 5.5- to 7.5-cubic-yard wheel 
loaders. It features a new standard Payload Meter and easier serviceability.

NEW ARTICULATED TRUCK 
 Komatsu’s HM400-5 delivers high production 
 with Tier 4 Final engine that optimizes performance

  Model Net Horsepower Max Gross Vehicle Weight Payload

 HM400-5 466 hp 165,644 lbs 44.1 tons

Quick Specs on Komatsu’s HM400-5 Articulated Dump Truck

Discover more



“Komatsu excavators come with the latest in technology. I’m proud to be part of the production 

team that builds them to hold up to years of daily punishment. I make sure they’re as rugged 

as Komatsu’s quality reputation, because it’s not just Komatsu’s reputation on the 

line–it’s mine and all my friends’ too. And that’s why I AM KOMATSU.”

TIER 4 FINAL HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR 

• New higher performance 177 HP engine*

• More efficient through lower fuel costs*

• Larger LCD color monitor panel*

• Wide access service doors

MICHAEL THOMAS / WELDER / CHATTANOOGA, TN

MADE WITH PASSION AND PRIDE
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H How do I get the most out of my 

equipment, and what features allow me to do 

that? Those are questions you probably ask 

yourself often. Komatsu is making it easier 

and faster to get answers to those and more 

with its Web-based Kwick Tips videos. 

 “People use the Web to immediately access 

all kinds of information, such as recipes or how 

to change parts on their cars,” said Komatsu 

Product Marketing Manager Craig McGinnis. 

“These Kwick Tips videos are just like that. For 

instance, the equipment owners or operators 

may want a refresher on how a particular 

button or feature, such as traction control, 

affects their productivity and efficiency. The 

videos are a way for them to quickly get 

answers, and they can do that from anywhere 

they have an Internet connection. It could even 

be while sitting in the cab of the machine using 

a smart phone or tablet.”

Users have multiple avenues to access the 
videos from Komatsu America’s website, 
www.komatsuamerica.com. At the top of the 
home page is an icon for YouTube. Clicking 
on that will take you directly to the Komatsu 
YouTube channel where you can search for all 
the Kwick Tips videos, as well as some more 
in-depth Komatsu training videos on topics 
such as Tier 4 Final and diesel exhaust fluid.

 Another way to access the videos is to use 
the search box on Komatsu’s website to find 
a specific machine. When the page for that 
machine pops up, click on the Watch Our 
Videos tab, which will show a drop-down 
menu of topics. Click the one that interests 
you to see the video. If you are looking for 
a particular machine, you can also click on 
the equipment tab on the home page and 

continue to follow the tabs until you get to the 
model you are looking for.

Positive feedback
 McGinnis noted that the launch of Kwick 
Tips was well-received by users, as early 
traffic to the videos was encouraging. “The 
video series trained almost 1,500 viewers the 
first few months of availability. That’s a good 
foundation to build on.

 “Kwick Tips are short and to-the-point,” 
added McGinnis. “We’re constantly adding 
more. The main focus as we started was 
wheel loaders. We continue to expand on 
those, and we’re also producing videos 
for our motor graders, excavators and 
other products. We envision having a very 
comprehensive list in the near future.”  

FINDING ANSWERS FAST
 Komatsu’s Kwick Tips videos put valuable 
 machine information at your fingertips

WEB SUPPORT

Komatsu’s Kwick Tips videos provide vaulable insight into machine functions and features 
that can potentially increase production and efficiency. The videos can be accessed anytime at 
www.komatsumamerica.com, or by searching for Kwick Tips on Komatsu’s YouTube channel.

 Craig McGinnis, 
Komatsu Product 

Marketing Manager

Discover more
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A SALUTE TO A CUSTOMER

 The Department of Transportation recently 
announced it is launching an audit of 
state-highway spending. The agency’s inspector 
general said the review is intended to make sure 
federal funding that’s allocated to states is being 
properly used, noting that the Federal Highway 
Administration’s (FHWA) State Transportation 
Improvement Program (STIP) provides more 
than $37 billion annually for road and bridge 
construction.

 “The objective of this audit is to assess 
FHWA policies and procedures and to ensure 
STIPs receive comprehensive, consistent 
reviews and meet federal requirements, 
including coordination with the Federal Transit 
Administration,” according to officials with the 
inspector general’s office.

 Auditing the states comes at a time when 
many are pushing to renew and increase 
transportation funding. The previous highway 

FUNDING ASSESSMENT 
 DOT auditing state-highway spending 
 amid push to pass new legislation

INDUSTRY NEWS

The Department of Transportation says it is auditing state-highway spending. The 
agency’s inspector general said the review is intended to make sure federal funding that’s 
allocated to states is being properly used. Industry groups are calling for more surface 
transportation funding. 

bill expired nearly a year ago, and Congress has 
passed short-term patches since. Even with bills 
in place, funding has fallen short of meeting 
needs. The current gas tax has not been raised in 
more than 20 years, and more fuel-efficient cars 
have led to decreased revenues.

Groups push for solutions
 The funding shortfall has put many of the 
country’s roads and bridges in serious disrepair. 
An American Road & Transportation Builders 
Association (ARTBA) review of the 2014 
U.S. Department of Transportation National 
Bridge Inventory database showed that more 
than 61,000 bridges are classified as structurally 
deficient. Those bridges are crossed 215 million 
times per day, and data shows a current 
backlog of more than $115 billion in bridge and 
$755 billion in highway work.

 “State and local governments are doing 
the best they can to address these significant 
challenges, given limited resources,” said ARTBA 
Chief Economist Dr. Alison Premo Black. “Many 
of the most heavily traveled bridges are nearly 
50 years old. Elected officials can’t just sprinkle 
fairy dust on America’s bridge problem and wish 
it away. It will take a committed investment by 
legislators at all levels of government.”

 An Associated General Contractors 
of America (AGC) campaign known as 
#DriveBetterRoads highlights the benefits of 
fixing transportation infrastructure, such as 
reduced commute times. 

 “Drivers don’t have to settle for bad 
roads, lousy traffic and unsafe bridges,” said 
AGC member Dale Stubblefield during an 
organization event to announce the initiative. 
“As long as drivers speak up, we can all ‘drive 
better roads.’ ”  





www.rmsequipment.com

From a full range of Atlas Copco drilling rigs to a complete line of 
hammers, bits and other consumables, we’ve got you covered. And 
when it comes to service after the sale, the partnership of Atlas Copco 
and Road Machinery & Suppiles Co. will deliver.

HQ: Savage, MN
(952) 895-9595
(800) 888-9515

Cedar Rapids, IA
(319) 363-9655
(800) 616-6615

Duluth, MN
(218) 727-8611
(800) 888-9535

Des Moines, IA
(515) 282-0404
(800) 555-1445

Virginia, MN
(218) 741-9011
(800) 752-4304 

Milan, IL
(309) 787-1742
(800) 633-9114

Sioux City, IA 
(712) 252-0538
(800) 633-9104 



A SALUTE TO A CUSTOMERMORE INDUSTRY NEWS

K Komatsu recently announced its equity 
partnership in ZMP, Inc. The companies 
will work together to automate construction 
and mining equipment, as well as other 
areas. Komatsu will continue to develop 
construction equipment and next-generation 
mining machinery by applying information 
and communication technologies while 
collaborating with other companies for 
innovation. 

 ZMP has advanced technological expertise in 
image recognition and in sensing and controls 
for vehicle automation systems. It has received 
outstanding evaluations from the automobile 
industry, as well as from other industries. 

Prior to equity participation, Komatsu was 
collaborating with ZMP to develop control 
technology for mining equipment. Komatsu 
expects to further strengthen collaboration in 
unmanned operation of equipment, vehicle 
automation and other fields. 

 “Komatsu will be able to accelerate the 
pace of providing products and services that 
are designed to innovate customers’ jobsites, 
and ZMP will be able to expand its business 
domains and can expect further growth,” 
Komatsu noted in a press release announcing 
the equity participation. “Komatsu believes that 
the two should be able to develop and enjoy a 
win-win relationship.”  

Komatsu announces equity participation in technology firm



Scan to visit 
Surestrike’s 

YouTube page
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SAVAGE, MN (HQ) 
5633 W. Hwy. 13  
(952) 895-9595  

DULUTH, MN
314 Garfield Ave.  
(218) 727-8611  

VIRGINIA, MN  
315 N. Hoover Road  

(218) 741-9011  

NEGAUNEE, MI 
75 US Hwy. 41  
(906) 475-6488  

DES MOINES, IA  
100 Sheridan Street  

(515) 282-0404  

SIOUX CITY, IA  
1400 North Hwy. 75  

(712) 252-0538  

CEDAR RAPIDS, IA  
2525 16th Ave.  
(319) 363-9655  

MILAN, IL   
606 West 10th  

(309) 787-1742  

“The Sure Way of 
Breaking Rock”

Call for 
our “Try and Buy” Offer

SURESTRIKE
INTERNATIONAL, INC.

Made in the USA

® Toll-Free 866.472.8844Toll-Free 866.472.8844
www.surestrike.biz

SURESTRIKE

Introducing the 
NEW “SS” Series!
• Reduced Weight

• Stronger Design

• Increased Single Blow 
 Impact Energy

• Fewer Moving Parts

• Models Available from 
 10,000 to 150,000 
 Foot Pounds

• See Our Complete Line 
 of Hammers for Breaking 
 YOUR Biggest, Hardest, 
 Oversize Rock, Concrete 
 & Slag



anticipating and mapping out goals and courses 
of action. RMS is very proactive in that regard.”

Back to Iowa
 Joining Road Machinery & Supplies was 
a homecoming for Carnagey after working 
in various roles for ag and construction 
dealerships in Colorado, Kansas and Missouri. 

 “I believe in being fair and honest with 
customers; it’s the best way to build long-term 
relationships,” said Carnagey. “That’s really 
what this business is all about.”

 Tim and his wife, Brenda, recently celebrated 
their 30th anniversary. The couple enjoys playing 
golf. He also likes to landscape and garden, as 
well as work on cars.  

T Tim Carnagey grew up knowing the value 
of providing quality parts and service support. 
The Shenandoah, Iowa, native’s family owned 
a farm equipment dealership, and from a young 
age he spent nearly every day working there.

 “At eight years old I was sweeping the floors, 
filling the pop machine and doing whatever 
else I could, and I loved it,” said Carnagey. 
“During those years, a couple of people who 
worked there had major influences on me. One 
was a mechanic who mentored and encouraged 
me to go to tech service school at 16. The other 
was a parts manager who taught me the 
importance of inventory management.”

 Carnagey continues to use those early lessons, 
as well as several others he’s gained during 
more than four decades in the equipment 
industry. Nearly a year ago, he brought them to 
Road Machinery & Supplies as the company’s 
Regional Product Support Manager. Carnagey 
oversees parts and service for all of RMS’ 
southern operations, which includes Iowa 
locations in Des Moines, Cedar Rapids and 
Sioux City, as well as Milan, Illinois. 

 “My responsibilities encompass everything 
to do with parts and service,” said Carnagey. 
“Each store bases its inventory and service 
on its local customer base and machine 
population. My role is to be the ‘big picture’ 
guy. I take a long-term view of where our 
stores are across the board to see how we can 
best serve all customers. Part of that involves 
meeting with customers and getting feedback 
on our performance and where we can 
improve. 

 “In addition, I make sure RMS personnel can 
meet customers’ support needs,” he added. 
“That’s done through training, planning, 

TIM CARNAGEY
 Regional Product Support Manager believes long-term  
 relationships are built on honest, fair dealing  

THE PEOPLE INSIDE

Tim Carnagey is a Road Machinery & Supplies Regional Product Support Manager and 
oversees parts and service for its southern operations, including Iowa locations in Des Moines, 
Cedar Rapids and Sioux City, as well as Milan, Illinois. The Shenandoah, Iowa, native grew 
up working in the family farm equipment dealership, and he now has more than 40 years of 
experience helping customers with their machinery needs. “I believe in being fair and honest 
with customers; it’s the best way to build long-term relationships,” said Carnagey. “That’s 
really what this business is all about.”



BLAW-KNOX PF120H 1,174 0850-018 $7,500

2008 DENVER HC175-12  1304 $1,385

2008 DENVER HC175-12  1305 $1,385

2008 DENVER HC175-17  1301 $1,425

2008 DENVER HC175-17  1303 $1,425

2008 DENVER HC175-6  1299 $1,295

2008 DENVER HC175-6  1300 $1,295

2008 DENVER HC200-17  4731 $1,195

2008 DENVER HC200-6  4733 $1,295

2008 DENVER HC250-12RB  10504 $1,395

2008 DENVER HC250-12RN  10505 $1,395

2008 DENVER HC250-6  10500 $1,295

2008 DENVER HC250-6RB  10502 $1,395

2008 DENVER HC250-6RB  10503 $1,395

2008 DENVER HCEC-100   $350

2008 DENVER HCEC-50   $260

2008 DENVER HCEC-50   $260

2006 DYNAPAC CA121PDB padfoot 1,005 60311412 $57,500

2014 DYNAPAC CC722 smooth drum 138 1000326K0A012913 $245,300

2013 DYNAPAC F1000T 0 717US2008 $249,500

2012 DYNAPAC F1000W 0 716US7852 $209,508

1999 GILCREST PROPAVER 413 608 26162 $3,950

2003 INGERSOLL-RAND DD28 smooth drum  31773 $13,500

2013 LB PERFORMANCE PTC15 pneumatic 271 B88321 $59,500

2012 LB PERFORMANCE RW35A 151 88330 $64,500

2006 LEEBOY 8500 4,422 8515T-46193 $34,500

2009 LEEBOY 9000 160 53635 $149,500

2014 MAYCO LS600P 252 140402 $44,500

2010 STONE PDB54 padfoot 630 252007350 $26,750

2010 VOLVO MW500 550 22949 $119,900

2010 VOLVO PF6110 3,487 375044 $139,500

2008 VOLVO SD25D smooth drum 260 196927 $35,000

2008 VOLVO SD45F padfoot 511 197727 $49,500

2005 WACKER NEUSON RT82SC walk/tow behind 352 5539278 $11,850

2005 WACKER RD15 smooth drum 274 5548311 $18,250

 HYDRAULIC EXCAVATORS

Ask for Scott for more information  •  (800) 888-9515  •  (952) 895-959

CALL US AT (800) 888-9515 OR VISIT OUR 
TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THESE PIEC

2009 CASE CX210B 2,500 DAC21K5N7SAH1290 $96,000

2008 DEERE 240D LC 5,839 605840 $110,000

2005 DEERE 330CLC 6,804 804226 $129,500

2008 HYUNDAI ROBEX 250 LC-7 2,036 N70410143 $164,000

2011 KOMATSU PC160LC-8 3,801 25198 $115,000

2012 KOMATSU PC160LC-8 2,367 25424 $123,500

2007 KOMATSU PC200LC-8 6,088 C60859 $85,000

2011 KOMATSU PC200LC-8 3,700 A89605 $99,000

2007 KOMATSU PC300HD-7E0 10,100 A86053 $93,500

2008 KOMATSU PC300LC-8 8,500 A90629 $120,000

2013 KOMATSU PC360LC-10 1,801 A32923 $239,000

2013 KOMATSU PC360LC-10 1,989 A32874 $249,000

2006 KOMATSU PC400LC-7E0 9,997 A87070 $99,890

2005 KOMATSU PC600LC-7 8,223 20126 $180,000

1999 KOMATSU PC750LC-6 16,038 10224 $74,500

2014 KOMATSU PC800LC-8E0 900 65161 POR

USED EQUIPMENT

2010 VOLVO PF6110,

3,487 hrs., s/n 375044

2007 KOMATSU D85EX-15E0,

7,217 hrs., s/n 11190

2008 KOMATSU PC300LC-8,

8,500 hrs., thumb, coupler, s/n A90629

WHEEL LOADERS

COMPACTORS/PAVERS

Special low finance and lease rates 
on most used equipment!

Equipment subject to prior sale or 
change without notice.

2009 ASTEC FT3620CC screen 4,571 93101 $179,000 

2013 KPI CS3055 crusher 0 412516-412518 $551,000

2015 KPI-JCI 1830PH screen 0 414372-414374 $369,000

2001 SVEDALA1312 crusher 4,700 121383 $399,000

Year Mfgr./Model/Descr. Hours S/N Price Year Mfgr./Model/Descr.    Hours S/N Price 

$139,500 $175,500 $120,000

1989 CASE 621  JAK020718 $18,000

2006 HYUNDAI HL740-7 5,060 LF0110660 $77,500

2003 KOMATSU WA180PT-3MC 11,458 A88123 $44,900

2015 KOMATSU WA270-7 168 A27177 $145,000

2015 KOMATSU WA270-7 75 A27276 $149,000

2005 KOMATSU WA320-5 4,595 A32421 $88,900

2015 KOMATSU WA320-7 220 A36283 $175,000

2012 KOMATSU WA320PZ-6 5,399 71223 $104,500

2008 WACKER NEUSON 850 2,941 346040264 $39,500

2000 BRODERSON IC80-3F carry deck 3,037 32105 $7,300

1991 GROVE RT990 rough terrain 705 75818 $189,500

2014 GROVE YB7725 carry deck 614 322116 $346,900

1994 LORAIN LRT230E rough terrain 6,935 80324 $54,900

2013 SANY SCC8100 crawler/dragline 1,138 12CC01030210 $641,500

2013 SANY SRC840 rough terrain 2,130 13RC00351276 $219,500

2014 SANY SRC840 rough terrain 15 14RC00350825 $268,000

2014 SANY SRC840 rough terrain 71 14RC00351931 $282,000

2014 SANY SRC865XL rough terrain 20 14RC00550822 $412,500

2016 SANY SRC865XL rough terrain 16 14RC00551385 $412,500

2014 SANY SRC885 rough terrain 11 13RC00752580 $519,000

2013 SANY SRC885 rough terrain 452  POR

 CRANES

 AGGREGATE EQUIPMENT

 SCRAP PROCESSING/DEMOLITION
2005 DEERE 330C LC 6,804 804226 $129,000

2007 KOMATSU PC200LC-8 6,088 C60859 $194,800

2008 KOMATSU PC200LC-8 2,302 A88943 POR

2012 SENNEBOGEN 825M 162 825.0.1801 $371,500

2008 SENNEBOGEN 830M 13,800 1159 $199,000

2012 SENNEBOGEN 835M 1,430 835.0.2009 $399,500
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CES AND THE REST OF OUR INVENTORY!

2001 INGERSOLL-RAND VR1056 10,038 167984 $33,500

2009 JLG 600AJ 643 300133061 $94,500

2008 JLG 600S 1,937 300122865 $69,500

2008 JLG 800S 1,391 300120550 $87,500

2005 LULL 6.44E-40 1,215 160008207 $49,500

2006 LULL 6.44E-40 3,261 160024655 $52,500

2014 PETTIBONE EXTENDO 1530 57 EX10428-14 $163,800

2014 PETTIBONE T944 496 EX10435-14 POR

2008 SKY TRAK 10054 3,048 160034184 $82,500

2007 SKY TRAK 10054 1,298  $89,500

2009 SKY TRAK 10054 3,472 160031923 $89,500

2001 SNORKEL TB60 2,860 JA01095 $19,500

Year Mfgr./Model/Descr. Hours     S/N                      Price Year Mfgr./Model/Descr. Hours S/N Price 

Scan this QR code 
using an app on 
your smart phone 
to see a complete 
list of RMS used 
equipment.

$180,000

2005 KOMATSU PC600LC-7,

8,223 hrs., s/n 20126

2008 VOLVO SD45F,

511 hrs., s/n 197727

2009 ASTEC FT3620CC screen,

4,571., s/n 93101

$49,500 $179,000

CRAWLER DOZERS

FORK LIFTS & BOOM LIFTS

LIGHT TOWERS
2008 WACKER LTC4L 5,618 5786887 $5,250

2008 WACKER LTC4L 3,580 5810333 $6,250

2008 WACKER LTC4L 1,931 5810334 $6,250

2011 WACKER LTN6L  29586 $5,750

2014 WACKER LTN6L 490 20227329 $7,250

2013 WACKER LTN6L 2,493 20206189 $10,300

2013 WACKER LTN6L 887 20206195 $10,300

 ATTACHMENTS
2013 KOMATSU D155AX-7 3,092 90084 $349,500

2012 KOMATSU D61EX-15E0 860 B46761 $169,900

2011 KOMATSU D65EX-16 8,794 26860365 $125,500

2014 KOMATSU D65PX-17 939 2259 $235,000

2012 KOMATSU D65WX-17 2,741 1137 $199,900

2007 KOMATSU D85EX-15E0 7,217 11190 $175,500

TRAILERS
2012 LOAD KING bottom dump   28482 POR

2013 LOAD KING traveling axle  5LKF14115D1028531 POR

1997 TRAIL-EZE lowboy   POR

2008 ATLAS COPCO hyd. hammer/breaker  KAL02324 POR
2005 BLAW-KNOX asphalt/paving  N/A POR
2004 BLAW-KNOX GENSET other  551030-83 POR
2011 EMPIRE GP bucket  E702-11 POR
2003 EMPIRE GP bucket  E6164 POR
2002 EMPIRE GP bucket  E5770 POR
 ENTEK MP bucket  12528 POR
 GEITH bucket   POR
2012 GENESIS GDR300 concrete shears  310111R POR
2013 GENESIS GDR300 steel sheers  310125 POR
2010 GENESIS GMP90 steel sheers  94113 POR
2010 GENESIS GVP15 steel sheers  15005 POR
2003 GENESIS GXP300 steel sheers  30034 POR
2013 GENESIS GXP300R steel sheers  300528R POR
2010 GENESIS GXP660R steel sheers  600478R POR
2011 GENESIS GXP660R steel sheers  600-533R POR
2013 GENESIS GXT445 steel sheers  4451004 POR
2012 GENESIS LXP300 concrete shears  320187 POR
2010 GENESIS LXP300 steel sheers  320157 POR
2011 GENESIS LXP400 concrete shears  420121R POR
2012 GENESIS LXP400 concrete shears  420125R POR
2011 GENSCO PR01/5-60 scrap/salvage grapple  13283 POR
2008 GP bucket  1107021 POR
2012 GRABTEC GP grapple  21977 POR
1996 HENSLEY rock bucket  A51006 POR
2007 INGERSOLL-RAND shell kit   POR
2007 INGERSOLL-RAND shell kit  A/194178 POR
1996 JRB GP bucket  A51006 POR
2007 KINSHOFER A08HPX-50 grapple  SG03778 POR
2007 KINSHOFER GP grapple  RG09834 POR
2009 KOMATSU 423-70-32200 GP bucket  2273 POR
2006 KOMATSU GP bucket   POR
 LABOUNTY MSD100 steel sheers  100509 POR
2007 LEMAC GP bucket  K0737 POR
2007 NPK C8C Compactor  1N5879 POR
2003 NPK C8C Compactor  IN3205 POR
2005 NPK E203 hyd. hammer/breaker  82073 POR
2007 PEMBERTON fork  UF239960507 POR
2006 PEMBERTON fork  UF2037600905 POR
2006 PEMBERTON fork  UC2083601105L POR
2013 PEMBERTON GP bucket  GPB-5107-6.0-0413 POR
 QUADCO QFH22B feller-buncher sawhead  QFH22B753 POR
2008 ROTOBEC scrap/salvage grapple  935568 POR
2013 ROTOBEC CSB100HD clamshell bucket  637223 POR
2012 SENNEBOGEN OP4S orange peel grapple  442089 POR
2008 STANLEY DH1500 hyd. hammer/breaker  112608001 POR
2000 SURESTRIKE 6000 hyd. hammer/breaker  6001 POR
 SURESTRIKE 6000 hyd. hammer/breaker   POR

MISCELLANEOUS
2006 ATLAS COPCO 750 CFM air compressor 1,988 60556843 $29,500

2013 BARBCO BD80-15SC horizontal drill 1 BD80SCHP051304 $473,500

2010 GORMAN-RUPP 1/2 A2-E2 pump 0 1457383 $1,270

2005 GORMAN-RUPP 1/2 A2-E2 pump 0 1315582 $1,785

2008 NIECE T12000 water tower/tank  63607 $39,750
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NEGAUNEE, MI 
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